
TECNADIS GWR
Innovative rain, snow and ice repellent 

product designed for vehicle 

windscreens



KNOW ABOUT  “TECNADIS GWR”

FORGET ABOUT RAIN!

TECNADIS GWR is a novel rain –

repellent specifically designed for

vehicle windscreens. Thanks to

its water repellent effect,

raindrops barely touch the

surfaces and roll easily until

disappearing from the

windshield.

Rain –repellent : reduce the use of 
wipers.

The result is an improved both day and night visibility

when driving without needing the use of wipers.

Easy to use, so simple as cleaning, apply and dry.

It repels rain water increasing safety when driving.

It avoids windscreen freezing.

Cleaning insects, dust or dirt becomes an easier task.

Long durability of approx. 12 months/20.000Km.

The best quality–cost rate in the market, a container of

50ml is enough to protect four windscreens.



HOW TO USE IT

3.- DRY

Immediately after application, polish the remaining

product with a dry cloth until totally dry and transparent.

It is not necessary to leave a time of drying/curing.

2.- APPLY

The liquid is applied directly on the surface with spray or

on a paper cloth or microfibre cloth previously wet with

TECNADIS GWR.

1.- CLEAN

The surface must be completely cleaned and then dried.

AVAILABLE FORMATS

¿WHY “TECNADIS GWR”?

50ml 500ml 1L 5L 25L

Long durability: its abrasion resistance is five times higher than Rain X, 

similar to Crystal Dry (SIKA) applying only half product of TECNADIS 

GWR and similar to Aquapel but at more competitive price.

It is applicable in just 5 minutes.

Performance: only 10-15ml per windscreen.

100% compatible with the materials adjacent to the windscreen.   

It does not release Hydrochloric Acid, which allows a safe application 

both indoors and outdoors, unlike most of the products in the market.



Visit our e-shop

www.tecnanshop.com

Área Industrial Perguita – Calle A, nº1  

31210 Los Arcos (Navarre)  SPAIN

www.tecnan-nanomat.es

tecnan@tecnan-nanomat.es

Tfno: +34 948640318

Fax: +34 948640319

And our              channel 

Tecnan Nanomat  


